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In many species, consistent behavioural differences among individuals are linked to fitness variation. Determining the environmental and genetic factors that mould these behavioural types is crucial to understanding how behaviours might respond to selection. Male bluefin killifish, Lucania goodei, show extensive consistent behavioural variation in their levels of courtship, male-directed aggression and female-directed aggression, resulting in a range of fitness-related behavioural types coexisting within a population. To determine whether the behavioural components underlying a male's stable behavioural type in the mating context are heritable and genetically correlated, we performed paternal half-sib crosses. Using animal models, we found that all three of these mating behaviours were moderately heritable (h 2 ¼ 0.17e0.29) and courtship behaviour was also heritable as a binomial trait (court yes/no:
Including effects of dam identity/common rearing environment experienced by full sibs decreased model fit, suggesting that early social interactions might contribute to behavioural types. In addition, we found evidence consistent with the possibility that the positive phenotypic correlations among mating behaviours are underlain by positive genetic correlations. Thus, it is possible that the seemingly maladaptive aggression that males direct towards females during social interactions persist due to genetic constraints and direct selection on male-directed aggression and courtship behaviour. Ó 2013 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Unlike the case with their morphological and life history traits, individuals can often alter their behaviour in seconds in response to changing conditions. However, it is increasingly recognized that this behavioural plasticity can be limited. For example, some individuals tend to be consistently more aggressive, bold or exploratory than other individuals and these consistent behavioural types, or personalities, can extend across entirely different functional contexts (Sih et al. 2004a, c) . That suites of behaviours are stably correlated with one another (i.e. behavioural syndromes) opens the possibility that behavioural reactions to different stimuli are not independent of one another and thus that any individual's range of behaviours might be constrained (Sih et al. 2004a, c; Sih & Bell 2008) .
Discerning how much of the phenotypic variation reflects underlying genetic variation is important to our inferences about how behavioural types might respond to selection ( The freshwater bluefin killifish, Lucania goodei, offers a striking example of fitness-related behavioural types and a system in which 
